But the Utah Rules of Professional Conduct are not silent on the
issue. Rule 8.4(d) already provides that it is professional
misconduct to “engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the
administration of justice.” Utah R. Prof’l Conduct 8.4(d). And
Utah’s Comment 3 to that rule provides: “A lawyer who, in the
course of representing a client, knowingly manifests by words
or conduct bias or prejudice based upon race, sex, religion,
national origin, disability, age, sexual orientation or socioeconomic
status, violates paragraph (d) when such actions are prejudicial
to the administration of justice….” Id. R. 8.4 cmt. 3.
Real Solutions
While appropriate legislative “fixes” to insidious issues such as
discrimination and harassment are certainly valuable and needed,
I maintain that issues like these cannot simply be legislated away.
There is a human element to these issues that rule makers cannot

fix. Complex and compelling issues such as rights to equality,
privacy, free speech, and religious liberty will continue to bump
into each other as we move our way forward as a society.
I believe one key to increased social harmony is better
communication, understanding and respect on an individual,
person-to-person level. Most of us commonly associate with
those who look, act, and believe similar to ourselves. Social
scientists refer to this as the “similarity attraction theory.”
Functioning as separate “groups” of mass individuals, it is much
easier to ignore, misunderstand, and disrespect the views and
rights of others. However, most of the time, interacting one-on-one
with someone holding a different worldview or different life
experience will promote understanding and respect.
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What about Utah?
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct are not, of course,
legally binding in Utah. It remains to be seen whether Utah will
adopt the ABA’s version of Rule 8.4(g).

As lawyers, we have unique opportunities to lead out in making
our law firms, neighborhoods, communities, state, and nation
socially better and stronger. We should each look for more
opportunities to expand our social networks to include others
not like ourselves for better understanding, social advancement,
and personal enrichment.
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